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Is the Ambrotype an Authentic One of Jesse James?

The ambrotype in question (photo 1) is owned by Patrick Meguiar who has it scheduled for
auction by Addison & Sarova in Macon, Georgia on 26 th August 2017.   The ambrotype is
claimed to be that of Jesse Woodson James, aka Jesse James, at the age of approximately
21 years old and is estimated to make $8,000 to $12,000.

A brief review of the image prompted
further investigation.   The objective of
this paper is to discover whether the
individual  in  the  ambrotype  is  Jesse
James.

This paper  describes  a  methodical
analysis  of  photographic  images
leading  to  an  evidence  based
conclusion.

Mark Bampton

19th July 2017
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Photo 1   Man in Ambrotype
From The Portland Sun, 17th April 2017

This is a reversed version of the image
shown in The Portland Sun which has
already been reversed from the original
mirror image ambrotype.   See section 5
for an explanation.
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1   Introduction

Before spending time and money authenticating an artefact the first step is to reject it if it has
one or more non genuine characteristics.   This is the approach that the author is starting
with.

The author is using a simple graphical technique for measuring similarities and differences
between facial features in one photograph when compared with other photographs.

The end result is a clear answer to the question – Is it really Jesse James in the ambrotype?

2   Definitions

Measurement  grid –  A grid  constructed of  vertical  and horizontal  grid  lines.    Lines are
aligned  with  facial  features  on  one  photograph  and  continue  across  to  an  adjacent
photograph.    The  purpose  is  to  find  how  similar  the  same  facial  features  are  on  one
photograph to those on another photograph.

Image plane – The plane on which the facial image is projected.   This is the photographic
material on which the image is printed, or in this case the page in this paper on which that
image is printed.   The distinction between photographic material and page of the paper is
immaterial to the reader, but the point is that a three dimensional object is represented on a
two dimensional  plane.    This  is  important  to  remember when combined with  use of  the
measurement grid, but this should become clear when reading the paper.

3   About the Author

The following describes relevant experience of the 58 year old author for conducting analysis
of photographic comparisons.   Some of this includes many years employment in quality
management.

• Portraiture and life studies, both drawn and painted.   This requires the necessary
observation  of  the  human  face  and  body  to  be  able  to  represent  such  a  three
dimensional form on a two dimensional image plane.

• Engineering  and  perspective  drawing.    This  enables  different  views  of  a  three
dimensional object to be constructed from other views on a two dimensional image
plane.

• Quality investigation and reporting.   This requires analytical skills to identify relevant
facts and details and distinguish them from the irrelevant.   Once the problem has been
quantified through a methodical process this is described in a technical report, with
solutions where appropriate.
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• Quality  assessment  in  relation  to  products  and documents.    This  involves critical
review of the expected output against requirements.   Documents include both written
and photographic material.   It can also include some investigation of what is relevant
and what is not.   This sometimes involves misleading information, some accidental
and occasionally more deliberate.

• Verification and validation testing and reporting.   The purpose of this is to provide
documented  evidence  that  the  required  and  expected  output  has  been  achieved
through sufficient and adequate testing.   This involves analytical and methodical work
recorded in a technical report.

The author also has the following qualifications.

• Bachelor of Arts Degree in Industrial Design, Class 2 (1) Honours
• Diploma in Management Studies, with Distinction
• Prince 2 Project Management

4   Background to the Patrick Meguiar Ambrotype

The  following  three  quotes  are  from  an  article by  Rebecca  Rego  Barry  in  Fine  Books
Magazine “Photo Claimed to be Jesse James Surfaces” published on 28th June 2017.
They summarise the claimed history and authentication of the ambrotype.

“Patrick  Meguiar  of  Tennessee first  heard  about  the  antique  photo  from his  grandfather,
Maynard Meguiar, who would tell stories about their ancestral connection to James, calling
him ‘closely kin’.” 

"As family  history  has it,  James gave the  ambrotype to  his  cousin  Sarah Mariah  Martin
Meguiar after he paid her a visit while hiding from the law following the Nimrod Long Bank
Robbery. The ambrotype has been passed down in the Meguiar family ever since, landing
with Patrick in 1977." 

The auctioneers for the ambrotype said the following with reference to two image (next page).

“One of the things that makes it so great is that we can trace the provenance entirely,” said
Michael Addison. “There have been many photos over time purporting to be of Jesse James,
most of which are fakes. In this case, the evidence is overwhelming given the provenance,
but it’s also fairly easy to compare this photo with the known photo of Jesse dressed as a
Quantrill guerrilla, at 19 years of age. The present photo is of Jesse at about 21 years of age.
So,  his  appearance hasn’t  changed  all  that  much,  and  that  makes  the  verification  more
simple.” 
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Photo 1  Man in Ambrotype       Photo 2    Armed Man
(from The Portland Sun, 17 April 2017)

Photo 1 is what Michael Addison refers to as “Jesse at about 21 years of age” and photo 2 is
what he refers to as “Jesse dressed as a Quantrill guerrilla, at 19 years of age”.

Photo 2 of the armed man has been selected by Addison & Sarova to verify that the man in
the ambrotype is Jesse James.

5   Test Plan

This test plan aims to find out if the claim is true that the man in the ambrotype (photo 1) is
Jesse James (photo 3 and photo 4 on the next two pages).   Additionally, whether the man in
the ambrotype and the armed man (photo 2) are the same, as claimed by Addison & Sarova.
This will be irrespective of how their verification was conducted since the author has not seen
the analysis.
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To achieve these objectives the following hypotheses need to be tested.

• Hypothesis 1 – The man in the ambrotype (photo 1) is Jesse James (photo 3 & 4)
• Hypothesis 2 – The man in the ambrotype (photo 1) is the armed man (photo 2)

The author has selected the use of a measurement grid to compare different photographs to
test for similarities and differences in facial  features.   In theory only one clear difference
between an authentic photograph of Jesse James and the man in the ambrotype is required
to prove that Jesse James is not in the ambrotype.   The same applies to the armed man and
the man in the ambrotype.

It is important to conduct a control test to identify the level of accuracy that can be expected
from the use of  measurement grids.    This requires the use of  the measurement grid  to
compare two different images of the same person.   This will be conducted using two widely
accepted photographs of Jesse James (photographs 3 and 4) with photo 4 being the most
well known.

Photo 3   Jesse James at 16
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Photo 4   Jesse James at 27

The text underneath this copy of the photograph reads as follows.

JESSE W. JAMES,
I hereby certify that the above is the only late Photograph of my deceased

husband, taken before death,
MRS. JESSE W. JAMES.

Hypothesis 1 testing will be conducted in two parts with part two being confirmation of part
one testing.

1. Comparing the man in the ambrotype with Jesse James at 16 (photo 3)
2. Comparing the man in the ambrotype with Jesse James at 27 (photo 4)

The first test will compare Jesse James a few years younger than the man in the ambrotype
while  the  second test  will  compare  Jesse James at  a  few years  older  than  him.    This
approach should be able to identify any differences to known images of Jesse James that
could be assigned to ageing.
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For hypothesis 2 testing there are some further requirements that need to be recognised.

The basic ambrotype technology produces a mirror image of the person as the final picture.
Buttons on the shirt and waistcoat are on the incorrect side on the man in the ambrotype.
Photo 1 is therefore reversed in this paper to provide his true image.   People’s faces can
have varying degrees of asymmetry, which would undermine the validity of this analysis if
photographs were not corrected.

When checking the image of the armed man it was noticed that the cutout in the gun (possibly
a Colt Navy) for loading the caps is visible.   This feature is actually on the right side of the
gun, meaning that the photograph is a mirror image and will  therefore be assessed when
reversed (photo 2 reversed) to show the man’s true image.   Differences will be addressed
later in this paper where reversal of photo 2 could lead to different results when compared
with the auctioneers apparent use of the non-reversed image.

Reversing both photographs for testing will show the true images of both men.   It will also be
correct if the analysis is to be used to compare with other photographs in the future.
-

Photo 1   (Reversed) Photo 2   (Reversed)
Man in Ambrotype Armed Man
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6   Test Details

Measurement grids are used as the primary vehicle for comparing different photographs of
the  same  individual.    Some  visual  observations  are  made  where  this  adds  clarity  or
supporting information, or where facial features are partially obscured.

Some  photographs  have  been  cropped  to  avoid  including  extraneous  imagery.    Some
photographs  include  postures  where  for  example  the  head  is  inclined  sideways.    Such
images have been rotated to make analysis possible.   The borders have been left so that the
reader  can  see  how  much  the  image  has  been  rotated.    Reversed  images  are  also
highlighted.

7   Evaluating the Ambrotype

Control Testing

Comparison between photographs 3 and 4 of Jesse James are made in figure 1 on the next
page.   It  was necessary to rotate photo 3 to make make the eyes level and comparison
possible.

Horizontal grid lines through the centre of the eyes and the bottom of the chin of photo 4 are
selected to establish relative sizes of each man’s head.   The size of photo 3 is adjusted so
that the same grid lines go through these same two features.

Measurement grids are completed by first generating horizontal red grid lines on photo 4 and
continuing them across photo 3.   The one exception to this is for the top of the hairline, which
has been generated on photo 3 because the exact position is clearer with the hair being
brushed back.   These lines are generated from the following distinct facial features.

• Top of the head
• Top of the hairline
• Top of the eyebrows
• Bottom of the eyebrows
• Centre of the eyes
• Bottom of the nose
• Where the top and bottom lips meet
• Lower edge of the bottom lip
• A skin crease in the chin
• Bottom of the chin
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All of the horizontal grid lines align well for the same facial features on both photographs.
The only difference is due to hair style.   Jesse James hair in photo 4 is slicked down and the
grid line for the top of the head must align close to the scalp.   In photo 3 the hair is brushed
back and not slicked down, which shows the hair standing up a little, higher than the grid line.

The top of the hairline is as high as possible due to being brushed back in photo 3.   In photo
4 the hair is brushed sideways and may have fallen slightly forward at the front and receded
at the temples due to age.

Coincidentally the horizontal grid line for the bottom of the nose aligns with the bottom of the
ears on both photographs.

Due to Jesse James head being turned away from the camera at two significantly different
angles in each photograph it is not possible to compare much by using vertical grid lines.
The only ones that have been used are the following which have been generated on photo 4
and continued up over photo 3.

• The distance between the centres of the eyes

The  distance  between  the  centre  of  the  eyes  as  projected  onto  the  image  plan  is
foreshortened more in photo 4 than in photo 3 due to the head being turned away from the
camera more.   Photo 3 has been positioned with the right eye of Jesse James aligned with
the vertical grid line.   The left eye is outside the grid line by the expected amount due to less
foreshortening.

Even without the author’s awareness that these are both widely accepted photographs of
Jesse James the measurement grid demonstrates that these images are good candidates for
being the same person.

Comparison of The Man in The Ambrotype with Jesse James at The Age of 16

To complete the first part of hypothesis 1, photo 3 and the reversed image of photo 1 will be
tested in figure 2 on the next page.

• Hypothesis 1 – The man in the ambrotype (photo 1) is Jesse James (photo 3 & 4)

It was necessary to rotate photo 1 to make the eyes level and comparison possible.
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The following horizontal grid lines generated for figure 1 have been copied onto figure 2 on
the following distinct facial features of Jesse James.

• Top of the hairline
• Top of the eyebrows
• Bottom of the eyebrows
• Centre of the eyes
• Bottom of the nose
• Where the top and bottom lips meet
• Lower edge of the bottom lip
• A skin crease in the chin
• Bottom of the chin

Horizontal grid lines through the centre of the eyes and the bottom of the chin of Jesse James
(photo 3) are selected to establish relative sizes of each man’s head.   The size of the image
of the man in the ambrotype is then adjusted so that the same grid lines go through the same
features.

The top of the hairline is as high as possible due to Jesse James hair being brushed back.
For the man in the ambrotype the hair  is brushed sideways and may have fallen slightly
forward at the front right of his head but aligns well where the parting appears to be.

The bottom of the eyebrows for each man are at the same height above the centre of the
eyes for each man.   However, the top of the eyebrows for the man in the ambrotype are
noticeably higher than Jesse James.

The horizontal grid lines for the eyebrows also highlight the significant difference in shape of
the  eyebrows  for  each  man.    The  highest  points  of  the  eyebrows  for  the  man  in  the
ambrotype are significantly further apart than Jesse James.   Jesse James eyebrows are
more gradually and evenly curved throughout their length, with their highest point about half
way along their length.   The man in the ambrotype has eyebrows that are straight nearest the
nose and slope upwards and outwards.   It is only at their ends that they curve downwards
from their highest point.

The bottom of each man’s nose where it joins the face aligns well although the slant of the
bottom surface of the nose is significantly different.   Jesse James nose slants upwards to the
point with the nostrils being clearly visible.   The underside of the man in the ambrotype’s
nose is virtually horizontal with the nostrils only just visible.

The bottom of  Jesse James ear  coincidentally aligns with  the horizontal  grid  line for  the
bottom of his nose.   For the man in the ambrotype the bottom of his ear is significantly higher
than this same grid line.
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The man in the ambrotype’s mouth is significantly lower when compared with Jesse James.
The skin crease in Jesse James chin is significantly higher than the man in the ambrotype as
indicated by the red grid line for Jesse James and the much lower blue grid line for the same
feature on the man in the ambrotype.

• A skin crease in the chin (blue grid line – man in the ambrotype)

The length of each man’s neck is significantly different.   If the horizontal grid line marking the
bottom of the chin is used as an indication, the tops of Jesse James shoulders at the collar
are much lower.   The higher shoulder of the man in the ambrotype should be ignored in this
comparison because it is resting on a support and could be pushing the shoulder upwards out
of its normal position.   The lower shoulder is still much higher than Jesse James for the same
collar  position  as  shown  by  the  horizontal  grid  line  for  the  bottom  of  the  man  in  the
ambrotype’s chin.   This indicates that Jesse James has a significantly longer neck.

Jesse James shoulder is also far more sloping than the more horizontal shoulder of the man
in the ambrotype, another significant difference.

The bottom image in figure 2 has been returned to the orientation in the original ambrotype to
show him looking away from the camera in the same direction as Jesse James.   This makes
it much easier for the reader to see Jesse James is turned away from the camera slightly
more than the man in the ambrotype.

The vertical red grid lines have been aligned with the following measurements on photo 3 and
continued down over photo 1.

• Distance between the centres of the eyes
• The width of the mouth

Photo 1 has been positioned so that the man in the ambrotype’s right eye has been aligned
with the vertical grid line for the same feature on Jesse James.   There is a noticeably greater
distance  between  the  eyes  of  the  man  in  the  ambrotype,  more  than  expected  by  the
foreshortening effect on photo 3 due to Jesse James head being turned slightly further away
from the camera.

Grid lines marking the width of Jesse James mouth have been slightly adjusted, retaining the
same distance between them, to align with the left  corner of the man in the ambrotype’s
mouth.   Due to the effect of slightly more foreshortening on photo 3 the width of the man in
the ambrotype’s mouth should be wider rather than narrower.   This shows that he has a
narrower mouth than Jesse James.

There are several significant differences between the man in the ambrotype and Jesse James
in photo 3.   The results of this analysis mean that the man in the ambrotype cannot possibly
be the same as Jesse James.
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Comparison of The Man in The Ambrotype with Jesse James at The Age of 27

To address the second part of hypothesis 1, photo 4 and the unreversed image of photo 1
from section 5 will be subject to testing in figure 3 on the next page.

• Hypothesis 1 – The man in the ambrotype (photo 1) is Jesse James (photo 3 & 4)

Exactly the same horizontal grid lines and their distance apart in figure 2 have been used in
figure 3, with one exception.   This is the addition of the line for the top of the head, copied
from figure 1.

The hairline of both men aligns reasonably well.    Due to the hair being brushed sideways it
may  have  fallen  forward  in  both  images.    The  only  difference  that  could  influence  the
comparison between the man in the ambrotype and Jesse James is a receding hairline at the
temples.   This could be explained by the age difference between the photographs.

The comments regarding the horizontal grid lines in figure 2 applies for this comparison.   The
observation  about  the  significantly  longer  neck  of  Jesse  James  than  the  man  in  the
ambrotype also applies.

The vertical red grid lines have been aligned with the following measurement on photo 4 and
continued up over photo 1.

• The width of the mouth

The photographs were positioned relative to one another by aligning the corners of the mouth.
Jesse James mouth width will be affected by foreshortening on the image plane due to the
amount his head is turned.   The man in the ambrotype should have a significantly wider
mouth due to much less foreshortening if both men were Jesse James.

A similar set of significant differences to those found for the comparison using photo 3 are
unsurprisingly confirmed in this comparison with photo 4.   The results of this analysis mean
that the man in the ambrotype is definitely not Jesse James.
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Comparison of The Man in The Ambrotype with the Armed Man

To test hypothesis 2 the reversed images of photo 1 and photo 2 from section 5 will be tested.

• Hypothesis 2 – The man in the ambrotype (photo 1) is the armed man (photo 2)

The reversed versions of photo 1 and photo 2 are used in the analysis (figure 4 on next page)
to give the true images of the individuals.   The reversed version of photo 1 with rotation to
level  the  eyes  has been used and the  armed man (photo  2)  has his  head level  so  the
photograph did not need adjustment.

Horizontal grid lines through the centre of the eyes and the bottom of the chin of the armed
man are selected to establish the relative size of each man’s head.   The size of the image of
the man in the ambrotype is then adjusted so that the same grid lines align with the same
features.

Measurement grids are completed by first generating horizontal red grid lines on the image of
the  armed man (photo  2)  and  then  continued  across  over  the  image  of  the  man in  the
ambrotype (photo 1).   These grid lines are generated on the following distinct facial features.

• Top of the eyebrows
• Bottom of the eyebrows
• Centre of the eyes
• Bottom of the nose
• Bottom of the left ear (adjusted on photo 1 to touch the same feature)
• Where the top and bottom lips meet
• Lower edge of the bottom lip
• A skin crease in the chin
• Bottom of the chin

The photograph of the armed man shows him presenting a more menacing image and it may
be that he has his his chin raised more than the man in the ambrotype.   This would account
for  the  armed man’s  ear  appearing  to  be  lower  than  the  man in  the  ambrotype,  due to
perspective, because the ear is further away from the camera than the front of the face.   The
magnitude of the difference indicates that the armed man must have his chin raised more
than the man in the ambrotype if they are to be the same person.

The underside of  the nose of the man in the ambrotype is more horizontal,  whereas the
armed man’s nose is angled upwards.   This is consistent with the different tilt of the head
described above.

For the man in the ambrotype the mouth and bottom of the nose are noticeably lower than the
armed man’s.
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A blue grid line has been generated on photo 1 through the skin crease in the man’s chin and
continued across photo 2.   This feature is significantly lower than the same feature on the
armed man, which is indicated by the red line above it.

• A skin crease in the chin (blue grid line – man in the ambrotype)

The bottom of the eyebrows of each man are at the same height above the centre of the
eyes.   However, the top of the eyebrows for the man in the ambrotype are noticeably higher
than  the  armed man’s.    If  the  armed man has  his  chin  up  more  than  the  man in  the
ambrotype  then  the  eyebrows  should  appear  higher  in  photo  2  than  photo  1  as  a
consequence of perspective.

The horizontal grid lines for the eyebrows also highlight the significant difference in eyebrow
shape  between  the  two  men.    The  highest  point  of  the  eyebrows  for  the  man  in  the
ambrotype is significantly further apart than the armed man’s.   The armed man’s eyebrows
are more gradually and evenly curved throughout their length.   The man in the ambrotype
has eyebrows that are straight nearest the nose and slope upwards and outwards.   It is only
at their ends that they curve downwards from their highest point.

The length of each man’s neck is significantly different.   If the horizontal grid line marking the
bottom of the chin is used as an indication, the tops of the armed man’s shoulders at the
collar are much lower.   The higher shoulder of the man in the ambrotype should be ignored in
this  comparison  because  it  is  resting  on  a  support  and  could  be  pushing  the  shoulder
upwards out of its normal position.   The lower shoulder is still much higher than the armed
man’s shoulder for the same collar position as shown by the horizontal grid line for the bottom
of the man in the ambrotype’s chin.   This indicates that the armed man has a significantly
longer neck.

The armed man’s shoulder is also far more sloping than the more horizontal shoulder of the
man in the ambrotype, making another significant difference.

The vertical grid lines are generated on photo 2 of the armed man and continued upwards
over photo 1 in figure 1.   These comprise the following distances.

• The width of the neck
• The distance between the centre of the eyes
• The width of the mouth
• The width of the bottom of the nose

While the grid line aligned with the right side of the neck of the armed man aligns well with the
right side of the neck of the man in the ambrotypes the grid line does not align well with the
left side of the neck.   It indicates that the armed man’s neck is significantly thicker than the
man in the ambrotype.

The width of  the bottom of  the nose appears similar  for  both men although the distance
between the centres of the eyes is noticeably different and the armed man’s mouth appears
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wider.   The photographs have been aligned on the centres of their right eyes, but the man in
the ambrotype’s left eye is noticeably inside the vertical grid line that is aligned with the armed
man’s left eye.   The man in the ambrotype has his head turned very slightly to his left which
would create some foreshortening of the distance between the eyes.   The angle of turn away
from the camera is only very slight and a more marginal difference in the distance between
the centres of each man’s eyes would be expected.

The horizontal red grid line through the centres of both mens eyes has been used to align
both photographs in figure 5 on the next page.   This and the other horizontal grid lines have
been generated on photo 2 as follows.

• Centre of the eyes (red grid line)
• Distance from the bottom of the nose to where the top and bottom lips meet (2 green

dotted grid lines)
• Distance from where the top and bottom lips meet to the bottom of the chin (2 blue grid

lines)

The blue and green lines have been adjusted on the man in the ambrotype to align with the
bottom of his nose.   The distance between the bottom of the nose and where the lips meet is
the same, but the distance from where the lips meet to the bottom of the chin is noticeably
greater for the armed man than for the man in the ambrotype.   The horizontal red grid line is
aligned with the bottom of the chin of the man in the ambrotype and the lower blue grid line
shows where it should be for the ratio of these two distances to one another to be the same,
which would be necessary if both photographs were of the same man.

While the width of both men’s nose and mouth are similar the distance between their head
width at the cheek bones and the distance between the edges of their ears are significantly
different.   This is demonstrated by the following vertical grid lines generated on photo 2 and
carried up over photo 1.

• Ear edge to ear edge (blue grid lines)
• Width of the head at the cheek bones (green grid lines)

Photo 1 has been positioned so that the edge of his ear is aligned with that of the armed man.
This shows that the right ear of the man in the ambrotype should stick out of his hair if both
photographs were of the same man.   The green grid lines are adjusted so that they are
aligned with  the left  cheek of  both men.    The man in  the ambrotype’s right  cheek falls
significantly short of the green grid line, where it should be if both photographs were of the
same man.

There are several significant differences between the man in the ambrotype and the armed
man some of which include difference in bone structure.   The man in the ambrotype has a
narrower skull than the armed man.

The results of this analysis mean that the man in the ambrotype cannot be the the armed
man.
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If Addison & Sarova have used the unreversed version of photo 2 for any verification there will
be no differences between their findings and those of the author, where the reversed image
has been used.   The position of features aligned with horizontal grid lines is not altered with
either version of the photograph.   The use of vertical grid lines to measure distances is also
unaffected by the use of either version of the photograph.

There should therefore be no difference in findings influenced by the use of the reversed or
unreversed version of the photograph.

8     Conclusion o  f Findings

The analysis conducted for this paper concentrated on the following two hypotheses.

• Hypothesis 1 – The man in the ambrotype (photo 1) is Jesse James (photo 3 & 4)
• Hypothesis 2 – The man in the ambrotype (photo 1) is the armed man (photo 2)

Sufficient evidence has been produced in this paper to prove the finding that both hypotheses
are untrue.

• Hypothesis 1 – The man in the ambrotype (photo 1) is not Jesse James (photo 3 & 4)
• Hypothesis 2 – The man in the ambrotype (photo 1) is not the armed man (photo 2)

Establishing the control indicated that a high level of accuracy could be expected when using
the measurement grid.   The analysis for each hypothesis was discontinued when more than
adequate evidence was found that each was untrue.   Further analysis could therefore reveal
more issues.

There were several significant differences between the man in the ambtorype and two more
well known photographs of Jesse James selected by the author.   This alone confirms that the
man in the ambrotype is not Jesse James.

Comparison  of  the  man  in  the  ambrotype  against  the  armed  man  also  showed  several
significant differences.   This suggests problems with the verification process which led to the
claim that both are the same man.

Provenance  appears  to  be  based  on  verbal  family  history  passed  down  through  the
generations.    If  Patrick  Meguiar’s  family history is  connected to  an  ambrotype of  Jesse
James then it must be a different ambrotype.

Mark Bampton      19th July 2017
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